Military personnel perform many physically demanding tasks. Identifying the physical abilities that influence performance will contribute to the design of efficient physical training programs. Causal models were constructed to evaluate aerobic capacity (AC), anaerobic power (AP), and muscle endurance (ME) as potential causes of general performance (GP). Five simulated combat tasks defined GP. AP and AC, but not ME, influenced GP. The AP-AC combination contrasted with general strength (GS)-AC models found in earlier studies. No GS measures were available in this study, so the inclusion of AP in the final model may be a case of omitted variable bias. The models to date have consistently excluded ME as a cause. Further study of the importance of AP could be constructive.
INTRODUCTION
Military personnel perform a wide variety of physical tasks. Different tasks require different physical abilities. Physical training should develop the abilities that have the greatest impact on task performance. Ability-performance modeling provides a means of identifying the relevant abilities and determining their relative impact.
Ability-performance modeling can be carried out at two levels of analysis. Task Several prior studies have demonstrated the viability of dimensional models.
General ability dimensions such as general strength (GS) and aerobic capacity (AC) have predicted GP. The resulting models based on general dimensions have adequately summarized the covariation of physical ability tests with task performance. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] The appropriate level of analysis remains an open question despite recent findings. Those findings are limited to specific combinations of tests and tasks. Extending the coverage of the task domain might demonstrate that task level modeling is appropriate in at least some instances. Toward this end, this study investigated some simulated combat tasks not covered in previous work.
Recently, Harman, Gutekunst, Frykman, Sharp, Nindl, Alemany, and Mello 6 adopted the task-by-task approach to predict performance on four combat activities, a 400-m run, a series of 5 30-m sprints prone to prone, casualty recovery, and obstacle -2-course performance. Two aspects of their findings stimulated the present re-examination of their evidence. First, the task performance measures were moderately correlated. The correlations could be evidence that the different tasks shared one or more common causal influences. 7 In previous work, analysis of moderately correlated task performance measures has shown that those indicators could be reduced to a single overall performance index. 4, 5 Second, Harman et al. 6 constructed a separate predictive model for each of the four combat tasks. The models were based on forward stepwise regression with vertical jump, horizontal jump, sit-ups, push-ups, and a 3.2-km run as potential predictors. The four predictive models contained 10 parameters relating ability tests to the performance of simulated tasks. A model with fewer parameters would be more parsimonious. 3 Previous modeling efforts suggest that as few as 2 parameters can adequately characterize the ability-performance interface.
The present reanalysis of Harman et al.'s 6 data addressed the major questions arising from the preceding observations. First, can performance be represented as a GP dimension? Second, which ability dimensions affect GP? Finally, does the model based on general dimensions adequately account for the relationships of specific tests with specific tasks?
METHODS

Data Source
The analyses examined the covariance matrix for tests and tasks generated from the standard deviations and correlations reported in Tables 1 through 4 of Harman et al. 6 The statistics summarized test results for a sample of 32 physically-trained men.
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Measurements
The physical ability tests included measures of vertical jump performance, horizontal jump performance, sit-ups, push-ups, and a 3.2-km run. The simulated combat tasks included a 400-m run, a series of 5 30-m sprints starting and ending in the prone position on each sprint, casualty evacuation, and an obstacle course. Detailed descriptions of the measurement procedures can be found in Harman et al. 6 
Analysis Procedures
Structural equation models (SEMs) were constructed with the LISREL 8.5
computer program (Scientific Software International, Chicago, IL). The modeling procedure began with separate analyses to construct measurement models for physical ability and performance. The measurement models then were combined to construct a path model with ability measures as causes of performance. This two-step procedure separated the construction of the auxiliary measurement models from substantive hypothesis tests 9 . Following McDonald and Ho 10 , the presentation and discussion of study findings uses the terms "measurement model" and "path model" to differentiate the two types of model. The path models consist of the hypothesized causal effects of physical abilities on simulated combat performance.
A three-dimensional ability model was constructed. The vertical jump and horizontal jump defined one dimension. Sit-ups and push-ups defined the second dimension. The 3.2-km run defined the third dimension. These dimensions corresponded to Anaerobic Power (AP), Muscle Endurance (ME), and Aerobic Capacity (AC) dimensions identified in previous studies. 4, 5 Fixing the variances at 1.000 established the scales for the latent traits representing the general ability and GP dimensions. This method of scaling made it possible to estimate factor loadings for each indicator variable in the measurement models. The alternative approach of fixing one factor loading at 1.00 would have meant that the relevance of at least one indicator to the latent trait was simply assumed. It then would be impossible to test for the appropriateness of assigning the chosen scaling indicator to the trait. A formal test for the relevance of every indicator was preferable.
The second scaling decision involved error terms in the measurement models. The parameter estimates for the initial measurement models included some negative error variances. Negative variances are impossible by definition, so the negative error estimates must have been a result of sampling error. Because the true variances must have been greater than zero, substituting zero for the negative values provided an estimate that must have been closer to the true error variance (Table I ).
The error variance for the 3.2-km run in the ability measurement model was fixed at zero for a different reason. In this case, there was only one indicator variable to define the hypothesized latent trait. Fixing the error variance at zero meant that the aerobic capacity trait was identical to performance on the 3.2-km run. The strong relationship of performance on distance runs with laboratory measurements of maximal oxygen uptake, the gold standard for cardiorespiratory justified this decision. [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] It should be noted, however, that the latent trait defined by the 3.2-km run could also be interpreted simply as distance running performance. Unpublished factor analyses of run tests covering varying distances showing that long runs (i.e., >2 km) defined a single general performance factor provide support for this alternative explanation.
-5-Model evaluation criteria included the model χ 2 , the Tucker-Lewis index (TLI), which is also known as the non-normed fit index, the standardized root mean square residual (SRMR), and critical N (see Arbuckle & Wothke 16 for definitions).
Correspondence with prior research findings was an additional consideration in the final model selection.
RESULTS
Performance Measurement Model
Harman et al. 6 reported moderate correlations among the performance measures in Table III of their paper. A single dimension adequately summarized the covariation of those measures (see Table I ). The residual covariation among the measures was not 
Ability Measurement Model
The ability measurement model was correctly specified (see Table II ). All factor loadings were large enough to be retained, i.e., t > 2.00. No modification index for the model approached significance, so there was no reason to remove the constraint on any factor loading that had been fixed at zero.
The ability measurement model accounted for the covariation of the ability tests.
The model provided a significantly better fit to the data than a null model, Δχ 2 = 53.66, 9 df, p < .001. The residual covariation was not statistically significant, χ 2 = 3.15, 1 df, p > .075, SRMR was < .05, and TLI was > .900, and critical N was close to the criterion value of 200.
The correlations between physical ability dimensions were statistically significant. By Cohen's 17 criteria, the relationship between AP and ME, r = .532, SE = .215, t = 2.48, was moderately large, as was the relationship between AP and AC, r = -.420, SE = .111, t = -3.80. The very large correlation of ME with AC indicated virtual identity of the two latent traits, r = -.966, SE = .109, t = -8.89.
Ability-Performance Path Model
The analyses of ability-performance relationships produced a set of equivalent models (see Table III ). Two models are equivalent if they achieve equal explanatory or predictive power with the same number of parameters. 18 Sampling variation makes literal equivalence unlikely in empirical analyses even if the true underlying models are equivalent. For this reason, identifying path models that are approximately equivalent is more useful than limiting focusing on literally equivalent models.
-7-Equivalent model identification proceeded in two steps. The first step grouped models based on the number of causal parameters. The second step compared the explanatory power of alternative models that had equal numbers of causal parameters.
Models of equal parametric complexity were considered approximately equivalent if there was little difference in explanatory power. Table 3 presents the findings for the 7 alternative ability-GP models. Three models contained a single causal effect of ability on GP. Three models contained two causal effects, and one model contained 3 causal effects.
The ME model would be favored over the other single effect choices based on a larger reduction in χ 2 relative to the null model, a smaller SRMR, a larger TLI, a stronger causal effect on GP, and a larger R 2 . However, the differences between the ME model and the AP and AC models were small. The Adding a second ability-GP effect produced a slight improvement in the overall fit of the model relative to the single predictor models, Δχ 2 < 2.07. Despite the modest improvements in overall fit, the R 2 for the GP latent trait increased enough to indicate effects that Cohen 17 would classify as small, but potentially important. Thus, two predictor models merited further examination.
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The three models with two causal parameters provided comparable accounts of the ability test-performance task covariation. The χ 2 values were comparable for all three models, and TLI differed only slightly. All SRMR values exceeded .05, but model differences were slight.
Additional criteria favored the AP + AC model. The ME + AC model could be ruled out because the estimated effect of ME was impossibly large and because neither of the estimated effects of ability on GP was statistically significant (i.e., t < 2.00). 3 The AP + ME model was ruled out for a different reason. Only ME was a significant predictor of GP. Dropping the hypothesized effect of AP because it was not statistically significant would reduce the AP + ME model to the ME model. The model selection problem would revert to choosing among the single predictor models.
The AP + AC model avoided the difficulties of the other two-parameter models.
Both abilities produced reasonable effects on GP, so there was justification for a twoparameter model. Also, the R 2 for the AP + AC model was larger than that for the best one-parameter model.
The three-dimensional model was not a competitive alternative. This model did not improve on the goodness of fit of the AP + AC model. All three hypothesized causal effects were statistically nonsignificant. TLI was substantially less than TLI for the twopredictor models. SRMR equaled the SRMR for two-predictor models.
The three-predictor model did produce one noteworthy model choice observation. There were no strong residual associations. This conclusion was reached based on the standardized residuals. Given the general assumption that greater physical ability will lead to better performance, meaningful residuals would be positive. Which physical abilities affect GP? Seven causal models were constructed to answer this question. All of the models had approximately equal explanatory power.
Nevertheless, several criteria indicated that the ME and AP + AC models were marginally superior to the other five models. The AP + AC model was the better choice despite its relative lack of parsimony. When AP, AC, and ME were included in the same model, AP and AC effects on GP were moderately large, while the ME effect was just large enough to avoid being classified as trivial. ME was positively correlated with AP and AC, so the explanatory power of the ME model could represent omitted variable bias. 19 Assuming AP and AC were the true causes of differences in GP, the apparent effect of ME on GP was inflated because the estimate incorporated part of the causal effect of AP and part of the causal effect of AC.
-12-Previous work strengthens the argument for the AP + AC model. That work identified general strength (GS) and AC as the causes of general differences in military task performance. ME did not enter into the causal models. Furthermore, the correlation of AP with GS was moderate or large. AP was not related to GP after controlling for its relationship to GS. In this study, the AP + AC model was the closest possible approximation to the GS + AC models. Combining the results of this study with those of earlier studies, the apparent AP effect on GP in this study could represent omitted variable bias.
Study limitations should be noted. The absence of GS measures has been noted.
The small sample size was another limitation that reduced the power of the statistical tests. This problem was not important for measurement models, because all of the factor loadings were significant despite the small sample size. However, larger samples would have sharpened the comparison of path models by amplifying the differences in the associated χ 2 values. Finally, the performance measures were simulated battlefield tasks.
It cannot be taken for granted that the results will generalize to actual performance in a combat setting (M. Sharp, personal communication, 14 January 2010).
This treatment of Harman et al.'s 6 model complements their work. Their study was designed to identify field-expedient ability tests that predicted performance. Their study achieved its objective, but extending the treatment of the data to formulate causal models has additional benefits. The extension highlights the need for GS measures to ensure accurate inferences about performance. Future studies should pursue this end by employing a well-defined ability measurement model that covers the full range of physical abilities. 20 Accurate identification of the physical abilities that contribute to -13- military task performance will reduce the risk of developing misguided physical training programs. The programs can be designed to develop critical abilities and to measure progress using performance-relevant ability tests. The results of this study were consistent with the findings from previous work indicating that general dimensions provide the appropriate level of analysis for modeling the relationship of physical abilities with performance. The implication is that training programs should be designed to promote general capabilities such as AP, GS, and AC. Tables   Table I. GP Note. LX is the loading of the indicator variable on the latent trait. TD is the residual variance for the indicator.
a TD was fixed at .000 because the initial analysis indicated that this parameter was negative. This result presumably was a random sampling effect, but negative variances are not meaningful, so the true variance clearly was underestimated.
b TD was fixed at .000
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